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	VMware Cookbook: A Real-World Guide to Effective VMware Use, 9781449314477 (1449314473), O'Reilly, 2012

	
		With scores of step-by-step solutions, this cookbook helps you work with VMware ESXi in a wide range of network environments. You’ll not only learn the basics—how to pool resources from hardware servers, computer clusters, networks, and storage, and then distribute them among virtual machines—but also how to overcome the stumbling blocks you’ll encounter when you monitor systems, troubleshoot problems, and deal with security.

	
		This expanded second edition covers recent advances in vCloud Director and vShield cloud security. Ideal for system administrators of any level, VMware Cookbook also includes valuable information to help you determine your virtualization needs.

		
			Move into the cloud with vCloud Director, and secure virtual datacenters with vSphere
	
			Secure and monitor your virtual environment from the command line
	
			Manage disk, SSD, and SAN storage implementation and configuration
	
			Discover options for managing resources, such as clustering, shares, and hot add/hotplug support
	
			Configure logical and physical networks, including virtual switches and software and hardware adapters
	
			Make virtual machine replication easier by automating ESXi installations
	
			Gain valuable tips for configuration and fine-tuning
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Flash Enabled: Flash Design and Development for DevicesNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Flash Enabled guides Flash  designers & developers in creating content and applications for multiple  devices with Flash and other tools. Focusing on the Pocket PC platform, this  book also discusses considerations in developing Flash for set-top box systems,  cell phones, and lays the...


		

Handbook of Geometric Computing: Applications in Pattern Recognition, Computer Vision, Neuralcomputing, and RoboticsSpringer, 2005
Many computer scientists, engineers, applied mathematicians, and physicists use geometry theory and geometric computing methods in the design of perception-action systems, intelligent autonomous systems, and man-machine interfaces. This handbook brings together the most recent advances in the application of geometric computing for building such...

		

From Boolean Logic to Switching Circuits and Automata: Towards Modern Information Technology (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Logic networks and automata are facets of digital systems. The change of  the design of logic networks from skills and art into a scientific discipline was possible by the development of the  underlying mathematical theory called the Switching Theory. The fundamentals of this theory come from the attempts towards an algebraic...





	

A Textbook of Graph Theory (Universitext)Springer, 2012

	 This second edition includes two new chapters: one on domination in graphs and the other on the spectral properties of graphs, the latter including a discussion on graph energy.  The chapter on graph colorings has been enlarged, covering additional topics such as homomorphisms and colorings and the uniqueness of the...


		

Beginning Shell Scripting (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
Shell scripts give you the power to automate tedious daily tasks, improve your work capabilities, and get more out of your computers. Whether you are working on Mac OS®X, Linux®, Unix®, or Windows®, this book presents complete shell scripting instructions, robust code examples, and full...

		

Pro JavaScript for Web AppsApress, 2012


	Client-side web app development has always been the poor cousin to server-side coding. This started

	because browsers and the devices they run on have been less capable than enterprise-class servers. To

	provide any kind of serious web app functionality, the server had to do all of the heavy lifting for the

	browsers, which was pretty...
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